
 ELECTION PLATFORM
 CULTURE/LEISURE
 AND RECREATION



CULTURE, LEISURE AND RECREATION 
MAKES FOR A THRIVING MUNICIPALITY
We want to see a Skellefteå offering a variety of cultural,  
leisure and recreational activities. With room for grassroots 
culture and non-profit organizations. We want generous fun-
ding and will work for modern and functional facilities and
venues for our local organizations to work out of.

Culture, leisure and recreation is part of welfare 
Culture, leisure and recreation is part of the welfare that is necessary for our  
municipality. We want a cultural life and a life of leisure and recreation that is 
firmly present in society. A municipality with possibilities for all to enjoy culture 
in all its forms, to explore ourselves in our time. Where we can grasp our history 
and learn more about mankind, society and the world. We want to be the  
cocreators of a rich cultural life that is welcoming, accessible and stimulating.  
A cultural life with room for enjoyment, learning, discussion and community.  
All our venues and activities should be accessible for all. Accessibility for people 
with disabilities is a priority. 

Our arenas for culture  
In the fall of 2021 the doors opened for Sara Kulturhus and the cultural life is
blossoming with everything from established artists to local talent that take 
their places on the stage. Sara is our major arena for presenting culture. There 
are also other venues where culture is created and developed. Nordanå has a 
big part in this as a workshop for culture. Cultural associations, youth recreation 
centers and other venues also provide space for local culture. All our venues are 
meeting places for people from different social classes, of different ages and 
with different backgrounds. This is important to enhance the exchange of  
experience and bridge social division.  

Leisure and recreation that enriches   
Rich leisure time and access to recreational life is enriching for mankind. There
is an obvious connection between rich leisure time and wellbeing. We want
everyone to be able to participate no matter who you are and where you come
from. Charges and fees must be kept reasonable, accessibility must be
increased and activities readily available. Non-profit organizations are
important in providing activities for everyone, in all parts of our municipality.
The sports movement plays a big part in this, especially for young people.



CAMPAIGN PROMISES
During this term of office  
we will strive for:

Principal promise: We will provide culture, leisure and  
recreation that is accessible in all parts of our municipality.

• We want to create a thriving center for culture and  
non-profit organizations at Nordanå.

• Support for the people in our local culture and continued 
support to our local cultural life.

• An investment in school holiday activities and a program  
aimed at steering young people towards non-profit  
organizations. Making for meaningful leisure time.  

• An investment in sports centers. A new venue dedicated  
to cheerleading and gymnastics. At least one new full  
size sports center in rural areas of our municipality and  
a new full size football stadium.

• Investments in boating and coastal destinations.



”I simply can’t wait for the fun to start at Nordanå.  
That area is so beautiful but it could be so  

much more vibrant. 
 

 A thriving center for culture and  
non-profit organizations sounds just right, with  
Brunnsteatern remaining a venue for culture!  

 
Culture is the glue for joining people in our society.” 

 
Rickard Fräki - Byske S-förening”

SKELLEFTEÅ 
 

one giant leap


